
The Ministry of Health Covid-19 Re-
sponse Information Hub 

The Uganda Learning, Evidence, Accountability and Research Network (U-Learn) is supporting 
the Ministry of Health to update and expand the Covid-19 information portal to provide a more 
detailed and robust range of data, analytics and resources. The MoH Covid-19 Response Infor-
mation Hub (RI Hub) was built on the existing GoU/MoH site (https://covid19.gou.go.ug/) 
to provide easy response-wide engagement, as well as accessible information for the general 
public. The platform facilitates coordinated action and provides a single entry-point for the Covid-
19 response in Uganda.  

Covid-19 response partner activity 
mapping  

Key features include: 

The dashboard is accessible under the 
‘response actors section’; it provides 4Ws infor-
mation (who, what, where, when) on actor 
presence and programmatic focus to support 
enhanced coordination under each pillar. 
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Accessible from the ‘resources’ section in the 
navigation. Built in filters allow for quick and 
easy filtering of resources per pillar, sector, au-
thor etc. Different formats, such as excel, pdf, 
videos, and audio are included. Recommended 
resources are shown on the main page.  
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For feedback and comments or for 
more information please contact:   

info@ulearn-uganda.org 

July 2020 

Accessible from the ’Uganda response to Covid-
19’ page under the ‘about the response’ section in 
the navigation. Each page gives an overview of 
the pillar, of the pillar chairs and sub-committees 
and provides easy access to pillar resources.  

Presents key data, maps and graphs for the 
Uganda response. Shows data on gender and 
age; local vs. imported transmission; district and 
hospital level data (on the maps); new and cumu-
lative cases, deaths and recoveries; testing; ad-
missions; exits; and more. 
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Restricted access area  5 

The restricted access area requires user login 
to see resources that are more sensitive in na-
ture. Access can be obtained by sending an e-
mail through the contact form (in the footer of 
the landing page).  

Hosting partner products  6 

Help us populate the RI Hub!   

Please do send any relevant resources 
through the RI Hub contact form (in the 
footer of the landing page) or using the e-
mail address below (please upload the re-
source at once)! 

Any other relevant resources can be hosted on 
the RI Hub, both in the public and private ac-
cess areas.  

Currently, 3 Dalberg Data Insights/Unicef 
maps are hosted in the private access area: 
Points of Entry map, Vulnerability map, and 
the Continuity of Care map.  

https://covid19.gou.go.ug/

